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SYNTHESE :

La surveillance de l'évolution des vibrations des machines tournantes est
nécessaire pour la détection précoce d'un éventuel défaut Les recherches récentes
visant à améliorer cette surveillance s'orientent vers une démarche globale associant la
modélisation et l'expérimentation. L'objectif visé est d'obtenir des modèles de rotors
sur paliers fluides qui constituent une bonne représentation initiale de la machine réelle
et puissent permettre l'identification de défaut de type donné.

On étudie la faisabilité de déterminer des défauts de type balourd, à partir de
réponses forcées synchrones mesurées exclusivement au droit des paliers, en deux
étapes:

- en premier lieu, on utilise la réponse des tourillons à deux excitations de type
balourd pour déterminer les caractéristiques linéarisées de palier ;

- puis on effectue la localisation et l'identification du défaut de balourd, à la
condition que des mesures relatives respectivement à la structure saine et à la structure
avec défaut soient disponibles.

La méthode est testée sur un rotor muni d'une masse, le tout monté sur deux
paliers : afin de tester la robustesse de la méthode vis-à-vis de données bruitées, les
déplacements de flexion des tourillons ont été perturbés aléatoirement par des bruits
successifs de niveaux 0 %, 5 %, 10 % et 15 %.

Les caractéristiques de raideur et d'amortissement identifiées permettent une
bonne représentation du comportement dynamique de l'arbre, même pour des
configurations de balourd qui n'ont pas été utilisées dans le processus d'identification
(le critère de MAC vaut a minima 0,98 avec des données perturbées par un bruit de
15 %). La localisation du plan où le balourd est supposé être appliqué est exacte, ce
quel que soit le niveau de bruit introduit

La possibilité d'identifier un défaut de type balourd à partir de réponses forcées
synchrones sur un rotor monté sur paliers fluides linéaires a été montrée sur des
données synthétisées bruitées. La méthode utilisée présente plusieurs avantages :

- les difficultés inhérentes aux machines tournantes sont prises en considération
(seuls sont nécessaires les déplacements du rotor mesurés au droit des paliers,
l'utilisation de réponses forcées au lieu de données modales permet d'éluder les
approximations liées à l'analyse modale expérimentale, les caractéristiques linéarisées
de palier ne sont pas supposées connues et aucune expérimentation spécifique ne doit
être réalisée) ;

- aucune hypothèse n'est faite quant à la localisation du plan où s'exerce le
balourd ;

- la robustesse vis-à-vis de perturbations sur les données est assurée.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The monitoring of vibrations evolution of a rotating shaft is necessary for the
early detection of a possible default. The recent investigations to improve the
monitoring are now in a way which is both associating modeling and experimentation.
The aim is to obtain mathematical models of rotors mounted on hydrodynamic
bearings, which constitute a good initial representation of real rotating shafts, and
permit identification of particular type of default.

The feasibility of determining unbalance default, from synchronous responses
of a rotating shaft located only at bearings stations, is investigated in two steps :

- first, motion of rotor journals relatively to two known unbalance excitations is
used for linearised bearing characteristics determination ;

- second, localisation and identification of unbalance change can be made,
providing that measurements before and after the change has taken place are available.

The method is tested on a two-bearing rotor system, added with a mass:
randomly disturbed flexural displacements of rotor journals, characterised by four
noise levels (0 %, 5 %, 10 %, 15 %), are successively considered in order to test the
robustness of the method.

The stiffness and damping identified characteristics are permitting a correct
representation of the dynamic behaviour of the rotating shaft, even relatively to
unbalance configurations not used for identification (MAC criterion is greater than
0.98 with 15 % noise —- disturbed data). Whatever the noise level considered, the
localisation of the plane where the unbalance vector is supposed to be applied is
correct

One can conclude that the possibility of identifying unbalance default from
synchronous responses of a multi linear bearing-rotor system has been shown on
simulated disturbed data. Several advantages of the method can be listed:

- its capability of taking into account the difficulties related to rotating
machines (only experimental flexural displacements of the rotor journals are needed,
the use of forced responses instead of modes permits to omit approximations related to
an experimental modal analysis, the linearised bearing characteristics are not assumed
to be known and no specific tests must be done);

- its capability of determining unbalance change without making assumptions
on plane localisation;

- its robustness relatively to disturbed data.
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IDENTIFICATION OF LINEARISED BEARING
CHARACTERISTICS OF A ROTATING SHAFT

FROM EXPERIMENTAL SYNCHRONOUS
FORCED RESPONSES.

APPLICATION TO THE DETERMINATION
OF UNBALANCE CHANGE

Sylvie AUDEBERT, Research Engineer
Electricite de France, Departement Acoustique et Me'canique Vibratoire

1 Avenue du ge*ne*ral de Gaulle, 92 141 CLAMART Cedex

INTRODUCTION

The monitoring of vibrations evolution of a rotating shaft is necessary for the early
detection of a possible default. In practice, that monitoring is only based on
experimental data and is realised in situ. The recent investigations to improve the
monitoring are now in a way which is both associating modelling and
experimentation. The aim is to obtain mathematical models of rotors mounted on
hydrodynamic bearings, which first constitute a good initial representation of real
rotating shafts, second permit identification of particular type of default.
The possibility of identifying defaults thanks to finite element updating methods,
commonly used for conservative structures, is thus studied for rotating structures.
The particularly badly-known parameters of rotating shaft models are linearised
bearing characteristics. The major difficulties are the severe constraints related to
measurements on industrial machines : experimental rotor responses can be obtained
only at journals locations and specific experimental tests must be avoided.
We test here a method, the basic idea of which had been developed in a previous
paper by A. El Hafidi et al. (1) for the identification of linearised bearing
characteristics relatively to a constant rotational speed.



First, motion of rotor journals relatively to two known unbalance excitations is used
for linearised bearing characteristics determination : corresponding experimental
measurements can be obtained, for instance, during the balancing phase of the
machine. Second, localisation and identification of unbalance change can be made,
providing that measurements before and after the change has taken place are
available.
A simple two-bearing rotor system added with a mass is considered, from which
exact and noisy numerical data are used.

METHOD DESCRIPTION

Mathematical representation of a multi-bearing rotor system

The response of a multi-bearing rotor system, relative to the excitation F(t), is
governed by Eq. (1):

M Y(t) + B Y(t) + K Y(t) = F(t) (1)

with B = B G + IBn( i ) and K = K R + I K p ( i )
i=l i=l

(2)
The search of a particular solution of Eq. (1) within the form Y(t) = Y eJn l yields to
Eq. (3):

L Y = F + G (3)
where L = - Q? M+j Q B G + K R . G represents the effect of the oil bearing on the
rotor journal, which is assumed to be linearly represented from flexural
displacements and velocities of the rotor at the corresponding location. Using the

property Y = - j Cl Y and with respect to the absolute system of coordinates (x, y,
z) described on Fig. 1, the effort of bearing (i) on the rotor may be written as :

gx* = -k'xx u " kixy v - j & tfxx u - j ft b^y v
gy» = - k ^ U - kiyy V - j Q D ^ U - j Q ttyy V (4)

k*xx» k^y, k*yX, k*yy and b^xx. t^xy, biyx, b*yy are respectively the linearised stiffness
and damping characteristics of bearing (i); they are the only non-zero constitutive
elements of Kp(i) and Bp(i) matrices.

Figure 1 : A two-bearing rotor system added with a mass



Determination of linearised bearing characteristics (see El Hafidi et al. Q))

Separating part of the rotor out of bearing locations (index 1) and part of the rotor at
bearing locations (index 2), one can rewrite Eq. (3) in the following form:

r LiL2l fYn rFllo. F ° 1 r̂
LL3L4J LY2J = L O J U G J (5)

By elimination of Yi, one can obtain G2 as a function of measured displacements of
rotor journals Y 2 and unbalance force Fi (assumed to be known):

G2 = (L4 - U U'x L2) Y2 +L3 Lfl Fi (6)
The introduction of the unknown vector X as :

tX = (..., k ^ + j Q. b i^ , kiXy + j Q. biXy, kiyX + j Q biyX, ̂ yy + j Q l^yy, ...)i=l,p (7)
yields to the system:

[X] = - [G2] (8)

uP vP
uP vP-i

Since that 2p equations system is relative to 4p unknown characteristics, one needs
at least 2 forced responses obtained at the same rotational speed Cl. Considering 2
different unbalance configurations a and b, and rearranging Eq. (8), one must solve p
independent systems (one system per bearing):

u!a v»a.

Determination of unbalance change

Considering that all linearised bearing characteristics are determined at rotational
speed Q by the resolution of Eq. (9), the stiffness and damping bearing matrices Kp
and B p are now known for each bearing. The multi-bearing rotor system being
characterised, Eq. (1) allows to determine unbalance force from measured responses
at bearings stations :
If one denotes J = - Q^ M+j Q B + K, Eq. (1) may be transformed as Eq. (10):

JY = F (10)
Applying the same partition as in Eq. (5), the unbalance vector Fi is such that:

J 3 J r 1 F 1 = ( J 4 - J 3 J r 1 J 2 ) Y 2 (ID
Since the dimension of the matrix J1 = J3 J r 1 is (2p, N-2p), Eq. (11) has no unique
solution, one must first determine the plane at which the unbalance force is applied.

Technique for plane localisation

For a plane k, one can calculate the unbalance force Fik by solving Eq. (11), which
can be schematically written as Eq. (12):
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By extracting the useful sub-matrices of J1 and Fi and writing the relationship
between the two components of Fi : Fiky = - j-Fikx» Eq. (12) may finally be
transformed as Eq. (13):

(13)

which may be written Tk Fik = W, where W = (J4 - J3 Jf1 J2) Y2. Equation (13) may
then be solved by using generalised inverse.
If k is the correct plane, the residual error Ak = ITk F ik -Wl should be equal to zero ;
in case of noisy data, that error must be minimal.
One can deduce an easy means to locate the plane : after calculating the residual

error Ak for each possible plane k, the correct one must lead the smallest error.

Unbalance vector determination

The unbalance vector Bk is calculated by dividing the unbalance force Fik by the
square of rotational speed : Bk =

In the case of determining an unbalance change (relatively to an initial known
configuration), the data to be used are the difference between journal displacements
after and before the change has taken place.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

A two-bearing rotor system added with a mass is considered (Fig. 1); the bearings
are located at the end nodes. The corresponding finite element model is containing 4
Timoshenko beam elements at each side of the mass ; 4 degrees of freedom are
considered at each node. The rotational speed is 12 000 rounds per minute.
Unbalance vectors a and b are respectively located at nodes 4 and 7. In both cases,
their values are, in terms of amount and angle : 2.10"4 kg.m and - n/2 rad.
The unbalance vector to determine is located at node 6 ; its values are : 2.10"4 kg.m
and 0 rad.
Noisy data are obtained by multiplying exact simulated displacements by the factor
(1 + rand, lev), where rand is a random number with a uniform distribution between
-1 and 1, and lev is the noise level considered. Four noise levels (0%, 5%, 10%,
15%) are successively introduced, in order to test the robustness of the method.
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Identification of linearised bearing characteristics

Computations have been carried out for 50 random events. Identified stiffness and
damping bearing matrices are shown in Table 1: each term of identified matrices are
expressed by its mean value and the corresponding standard deviation. The relative
error IAXpl on each matrix Xp is defined by the following expression (14):

lAXp^KXpin-Xpid^TXpid)! (14)
where ./ denotes an element-by-element division and indexes m and id respectively
represent initial and identified values.

Table 1 : Identified stiffness and damping bearing matrices
for 5%, 10% and 15% noise-disturbed data

noi
se

5%

10
%

15
%

xxjn

xyin
yxin
yyin
XXJd

xyid
y*id
yyid
XXid

xyid
yxid
yyid
XXid

xyid
yxid
yyid

Kp(l)
(106 kg.s"2)

mean
value

50
5.7
-5.7
60

50
6.1
-5.6
59

50
6.3
-5.4
59

49
6.6

-4.7
58

stand,
deviat.

2.3
5.1
3.3
3.3

4.2
9.6
7.9
7.4

6.7
14
9.9
10

Kp(2)
(106 kg.s~2)

mean
value

50
5.7
-5.7
60

43
14

-1.8
51

33
1,4
3.7
47

33
10
6.3
47

stand,
deviat

14
22
15
13

25
33
22
25

30
42
30
33

Bp(l)
(103 kg*-1)

mean
value

15
0.94
-0.94

20

15
0.84
-1.2
20

16
0.17
-1.4
19

16
1.4

-2.4
19

stand,
deviat.

3.0
2.8
1.6
3.3

5.9
5.4
3.7
7.7

8.9
8.2
4.8
9.5

Bp(2)
(103 kg.s-!)

mean
value

15
0.94
-0.94

20

20
7.2
-6.6
17

19
18

-8.5
12

17
18

-7.8
8.7

stand,
deviat.

13
14
7.7
16

20
25
16
24

27
29
21
31

lAKpl
(1)

0.08

0.12

0.24

lAKpl

(2)

1.56

2.28

2.28

lABpl
(1)

0.32

0.96

1.63

lABpl
(2)

8.96

20.0

20.0

Those identification results show that stiffness bearing characteristics are better
identified than damping bearing characteristics : an explanation is that stiffness
characteristics are more sensitive parameters relatively to dynamic rotor responses
(previous studies on sensibility argued for this).
Another point is the better identification concerning bearing 1 : this phenomenon is
directly related to the condition number of matrix to be inverted in Eq. (9).
Relatively to unbalance configurations a and b, respective mean values of condition
numbers for bearings 1 and 2 are 28 and 91 (in case of 10% noise level).

Comparisons can be made a posteriori on dynamic responses of the whole rotating
shaft. Two global indicators can be used to evaluate the difference between the exact
responses and calculated ones with respect to identified bearing characteristics : the
MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion) and the relative error ERR, defined as follows :

IY*Yml
•*•»•*• Bl/ ~ | V | I V . I \**' /

I I I.I I in I

ERR(Y,Yin) = I Yin Iin1
(16)
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Table 2 : Comparison between assumed and reconstructed responses
for 5%, 10% and 15% noise-disturbed data

noise level

5%

10%

15%

MAC
ERR (%)

MAC
ERR (%)

MAC
ERR (%)

a
1.000
2.7

0.996
6.7

0.994
7.5

b
0.998

5.3
0.994
7.6

0.984
12.5

c
0.998

4.7
0.995

8.1
0.989
10.8

Table 2 shows a comparison between assumed and reconstructed responses
concerning first unbalance configurations effectively used in identification
procedure a and b, second an unbalance configuration c not used for identification
(node 7, 3.10"4 kg.m, -n rad). One can conclude that the numerical model which is
obtained is able to correctly represent the dynamic behaviour of the rotating shaft at
rotational speed Q.

x10" noise level 0% x10 noise level 5%

1

0.8

10.6

| 0.4
0)

0.2

0

x10" noise level 10%

-

n
4 6

node
8

Fig. 2 : Residual error at each possible plane 2 to 8
for 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% noise-disturbed data
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Unbalance vector localisation

Figure 2 shows the residual error at each possible plane outside of bearings
locations : whatever the noise level considered, the minimum value is obtained at
node 6. Localisation of the plane where the unbalance vector is supposed to be
applied is correct.

Unbalance vector determination

Results of identification of unbalance vector are given in Table 3. They show the
good robustness of the method, since the relative error on unbalance vector is
smaller than the noise level introduced.

Table 3 : Unbalance vector B 6 for 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% noise-disturbed data

noise
level

amount

angle (°)

0

B6x
2.00

0.00

%

B6v

2.00

-90.00

5

B6x

1.94

0.43

%

B6v
1.94

-89.71

10

B6x
2.15

-0.87

%

B6v
2.14

-90.87

15

B6x

2.02

3.17

%

B6v

2.04

-86.58

CONCLUSION

The possibility of identifying unbalance default from synchronous responses of a
multi linear bearing-rotor system has been shown on simulated disturbed data.
Several advantages of the method can be listed.
First, its capability of taking into account the difficulties related to rotating
machines:
- only experimental flexural displacements of the rotor journals are needed ; no
approximation like expansion of experimental data on numerical mesh are used ;
- the use of forced responses instead of modes permits to omit approximations
related to an experimental modal analysis (2);
- the linearised bearing characteristics are not assumed to be known : an exact
method is preliminary used for their determination relatively to a constant rotational
speed;
- no specific tests must be done : experimental measurements obtained during the
balancing phase of the machine at constant rotational speed (generally nominal
speed) can be used for linear bearing characteristics determination, and
measurements periodically collected during surveillance at the same speed can be
used for unbalance default identification.
Second, its capability of determining unbalance change without making assumptions
on plane localisation.
Third, its robustness relatively to disturbed data; this aspect can be still improved by
optimising the two unbalance configurations for bearing characteristics
determination so that the condition number of matrix to inverse is minimum Q).
This allows us to expect a correct behaviour of the method from experimental noisy
data.
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Except the test of the method on industrial machines, many further investigations
should be undertaken in order to improve the jointly use of models and experimental
data:
- a complete multi-bearing rotor system with a foundation must be considered ;
- the influence of possible modelling errors must be evaluated ;
- the method extension in order to simultaneously identify several unbalance defaults
should be analysed;
- the possibility of using experimental data obtained during decreasing rotational
speed phase should be investigated;
- the possibility of identifying other types of defaults (friction, crack) must be
studied; .
- the feasibility of generalisation in the case of non-linear bearings would be
interesting (methods using time-domain responses already exist (D).

NOTATION

j : complex number defined by j 2 = -1
p : number of bearings
trtime
B : damping matrix of multi-bearing rotor system
Bp: bearing damping matrix
BG • gyroscopic matrix
F : excitation force vector
M : mass matrix of multi-bearing rotor system
N : number of degrees of freedom
K: stiffness matrix of multi-bearing rotor system
Kp : bearing stiffness matrix
KR : rotor stiffness matrix
Y : displacement vector of rotor

Y : velocity vector of rotor

Y : acceleration vector of rotor
lY : transpose of vector Y
Y* : conjugate transpose of vector Y

Q.: rotational speed
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